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OFFER EXTENDED
UNTIL SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24
Due to the
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received from our readers, who have been unable to get to
Christmas Subscription offer because of the bad

many requests
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STEVENSON OFFERS
CELEBRATED MYSTIC
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brifty minded subscribers and readers of the Daily
ispatch now have the opportunity to secure a premium
paying their own subscription for one year if they do
before December 24. This offer is extended for a few
ore days only, and applies
to both new and renewal
bscriptions at the regular price of $5.00 per year.
'

READ THE LIST BELOW AND BRING
IN YOUR SUBSCRIPTION TODAY.

The Free Premiums

Ideal Christmas Gifts

'

TAKE YOUR CHOICE WITH A NEW OR
RENEWAL SUBSCRIPTION FOR ONE YEAR
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Full fashioned 69c pair
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to some friend or relative residing here or
send the Dinner Set to another friend—two worthwhile
Christmas (Jifts —for the price of one.

This Chinaware is of high quality in the newest ami most attractive
embossed design—four atlractve
decorations —to suit the most
faslKlvous.
,

of Stevenson.
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Fruit Cake

« P rrf.r.
m««i..k, Mr» h. a.
will rabstituki cocuenut, devil-food,
black walnut, caramel or potaid cake.
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Four Attractive Designs

Of Delicious Homemade

s2 Book

problems.

Another Christmas Gift Suggestion:
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Two Pair* of Ladies’

solve one of your Christ

Send the Dispatch paper
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___

To Practically All Point* in the

*
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Limited to 50 Sets

in talking pictures.

Christmas Holiday Fares

Best Grade

p

#

’

•

One Half Barrel of

One Beautiful 25-Piece

11 sc Dinner Sets make ideal (Jlirislmas Uifts—for yourself, a friend
relative—tliev are packed for shipping ami can be sent safely
anywhere-—-subscribe to tlie paper for a year, and let the Dinner Set
or

Ivory Embossed wit Ji genuine white gold laee design, and the same
of Yellow, l’ink and Green. You
luay hooso tlle color you like !

pattern in all-over delicate shades
(.

Our Supply of These Sets Is Limited to Fifty—-

Each Set Contains Service
Foi* Six PcOplC
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